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How's the self-promotion going?

This week, we've covered the four main things you need to get started …

Having confidence by checking your modesty at the door

Answering the question: "So what is it that you do?" in a way that increases the chance of landing new clients

Creating a self-promotion kit to send to that person when they end up saying, "Great, I'm interested, please tell me more."

Building your business through referrals from satisfied clients

It's been a big week!

If you missed any of this week's issues, you can access them on the AWAI blog.

They should give you a very good start for promoting yourself and your freelance business so that you can land the clients you 

want and move closer and closer towards living the writer's life.

Of course, getting and working with clients is just the start of it …

There are actually many more benefits that come with knowing how to write persuasively, beyond the revenue you receive from 

working for other people.

At AWAI, we call these benefits 'glicken,' and they come in all shapes and sizes.

Some are small, like the glicken I experienced last week …

On my way home from vacation, my brand-new Swiss Army luggage came down the baggage carousel crushed. I was pretty 

upset about it since I had just made the decision to upgrade to bigger bags and shelled out the cash before my trip, so I 

decided to write the company a persuasive email asking them to replace it.

And even though their warranty clearly states that it does not cover airline damage and that all warranty claims require you to 

ship back the damaged luggage on your own dime, my persuasive email got them to send me brand-new replacements, 

without having to do a further thing.

It may be small, but it took me less than 10 minutes, and I have brand-new luggage coming this week!
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I was quite pleased with the outcome, and it gave me the idea to ask AWAI members on Facebook to share their own glicken 

stories with me too …

"Writing letters pays off when you query a medical bill and insurance changes its mind and pays the whole 

$2,000 (instead of expecting you to pay $1,365 of it). I'm looking at it as if I earned $1,365 for 15 minutes of 

writing and two stamps!!!!!"

– Penny Thomas

"It actually becomes less expensive to stay 'current' in the industry as you build a reputation. Aviation 

companies send me books, software, magazines, and other products to review. I get in free to conferences if 

I'm speaking, and the organization that invites me often picks up the hotel costs. When you're starting out, 

you have to cover a lot of these costs yourself, so it's ironic that you spend less as you start to make more 

money."

– Paula Williams

"About a year ago, I got to write a promo for a weight loss program … after overcoming all the objections to 

getting started in my copy, I sold myself on doing it and lost 60 lbs in 6 months. So essentially, I got paid to 

go through a weight loss program … winning! :)"

– Henry Bingaman

"Rebecca, this is still related, at least indirectly, to revenue from clients, but developing my persuasive writing 

skills has made me a more effective public speaker. It has helped me produce some killer 'elevator 

speeches.' I've even had people I've met in networking circles ask me to write elevator speeches for them!"

– John Rugh



"Getting access to all of Zig Ziglar's programs and getting to meet Zig himself. Also getting access to other 

clients' programs, materials, and products. I've used what I've learned to help promote things for friends and 

family and get my money or a family member's money back on bad service, gotten better tables/seating at 

restaurants, and even gotten free champagne and dessert too!"

– Cindy Cyr

"Being able to write persuasive copy for my OWN books and other products. I just wrote landing pages for 

our online conference yesterday, for example."

– Susan Daffron

See what I mean? All shapes and sizes, but it's all glicken that comes from knowing how to write persuasively.

Do you have a glicken story?

If so, I'd love for you to share it with me here.

And with that, some closing thoughts before the weekend …

Just like learning, self-promotion is something that you'll always be working on, no matter how successful you get. It can be 

scary when you're first starting out, but if you just jump in and get started, it will become easier, and you'll quickly realize it's not 

as scary as you once thought.

The key – like with choosing your path to the writer's life – is to get started.

NOW.

There's no reason to wait until tomorrow, next week, or next month. Follow the exercises I gave you this week and start building 

your business now.

It can be the difference between living the writer's life and dreaming about it.
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The 19 Secrets to Selling Your Freelance Services Successfully

More by Rebecca Matter

5 Responses to "Glicken"

I lost count of my glicken... but the big ones are:

Just closed on my 3rd owner financed house. Great terms, no Realtor and no bank.

Also working with a personal wealth coach that normally charges... well... alot. Instead, I am rewriting his web copy in 

exchange for his coaching.

I used my copywriting/persuasion skills to land two retainer clients this year that would have normally been one project at a 

time deals.

This copywriting gig just keeps getting gooder and gooder!

Sean McCool – over a year ago

I had bought a new Chevy 10 years ago.

Later, just about a month outside of warranty my "emergency-flasher-lights" went bonkers and inhibited my turn signals 

from working.

I took the car to the Chevy Dealership they diagnosed the problem was a foreign made $2 flasher bulb had gone bad. 

However they wanted $895 to replace it.

After I declined to pay that fee they gave me a bill for $95 for the diagnosis. I went ballistic and wrote the NTSB a letter, 

cc'ed it to GMAC and they both wrote me back an "exemption letter" demanding the dealership repair it for free and refund 

my $95. 

Guest (Scott D) – over a year ago

Hi Rebecca,

Great timing on this article as I just received word that a payment dispute (paid through PayPal) had been awarded in my 

favour.

I credit this in part to being able to present my argument in a compelling, persuasive manner during the dispute process.

Of course, it helps that the facts were on my side and the seller didn't respond to my dispute!

Paul
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Paul Keetch – over a year ago

Rebecca,

Thanks for sharing this article. It is a valuable contribution.

I think what happens in two words is "personal branding."

If you provide a good service, over time, your client list builds up.

Word of mouth advertising means that you earn a reputation in society and gain credibility in the marketplace.

Consequently, people start to treat you differently from Joe Six Pack.

You start receiving freebies and you receive invitations and companies start to sponsor your projects. Cheers.

Archan Mehta – over a year ago

The Glicken never stops!

I hopped on an intro call with a client and recommended ways to improve his cold email strategy.

After filming me a video testimonial, he said this in an email:

"I have a software called ___ to help you scrape for niche-specific leads and I want to give you a free lifetime account as a 

thank you for helping me."

Guest (Derek Coleman) – over a year ago
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